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Abstract Inverse free vibration problems for inhomogeneous beams under various boundary con-
ditions were extensively studied by Elishakoff and his collaborators during the last two decades. In
these problems, the linear mass density of the beam is assumed to have a polynomial form known
in advance. Moreover, the mode shape of the beam is also assumed to have a simple polynomial
form known in advance and, evidently, satisfying the four boundary conditions at the ends of the
beam. Then, on the basis of the related ordinary differential equation, it is possible to determine
the unknown flexural rigidity of the beam, which, naturally, should also have a polynomial form.
Obviously, the linear mass density is selected to be a continuously positive function, but the same
should also happen for the initially unknown flexural rigidity. The latter positivity requirement is
the subject of the present results. This positivity is assured by determining the related necessary
and sufficient positivity conditions on the whole vibrating beam by using the modern computational
method of quantifier elimination, which is mainly based on the Collins cylindrical algebraic de-
composition algorithm. Here the implementation of quantifier elimination in the computer algebra
system Mathematica is used as the computational tool for the derivation of the present conditions,
which leads to the elimination of the universal quantifier in the positivity condition and constitutes
the equivalent quantifier-free formula. At first, the simple inverse vibration problem of a clamped
beam is studied with respect to the aforementioned positivity requirement. Next, the inverse vibra-
tion problem of a beam clamped at one end and simply-supported at the other end is also studied.
The resulting positivity conditions for the flexural rigidity of the beam are rather simple only for
one or two parameters in the linear mass density of the beam, but they become sufficiently compli-
cated for three parameters. An inverse problem of free axial vibrations of inhomogeneous bars is
also studied in brief. The present computational approach constitutes a simple, efficient and mathe-
matically rigorous way for the derivation of positivity conditions in inverse free vibration problems
for the flexural/longitudinal rigidities of beams/bars. On the other hand, it constitutes an extension
of previous recent quantifier elimination results concerning the related inverse buckling problem,
where the same computational approach, that of quantifier elimination, was also successfully used.
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1. Introduction

Since about 1999 Elishakoff at the Florida Atlantic University and his collaborators studied
many interesting inverse buckling problems, see e.g. Refs. [1–12], and inverse vibration problems,
see e.g. Refs. [8, 11, 13–22], for inhomogeneous columns/plates and beams/bars, respectively.
Many of their original results are also included in a monograph by Elishakoff devoted to eigenval-
ues of inhomogeneous structures [23]. The more recent monograph by Elishakoff, Pentaras and
Gentilini [24] devoted to functionally graded material structures is also of interest.

On the other hand, since about 1965 computer algebra systems have been efficiently used in
problems of engineering mechanics including (i) vibration problems, e.g. random vibrations [25],
where Macsyma was used, vibrations of circular plates [26], where Maple V was used, and vibra-
tions of beams [27], where Mathematica was used, (ii) buckling of columns of variable stiffness [1],
where Mathematica was also used, (iii) bending of plates [28], where the Symbolic Math Toolbox
of Matlab was used, (iv) finite element problems [29, 30], where Mathematica was used again, and
an extremely large number of additional engineering mechanics problems, where several computer
algebra systems were used. An excellent review on the applications of symbolic computations to
structural mechanics by using computer algebra systems was prepared by Pavlović [31].

Here we will also use Mathematica [32] in our computations, but in a slightly more advanced
way. In fact, here we intend to focus our attention just to the positivity (i) of the linear mass density
(mass per unit length) m(x) = ρ(x)A(x) and (ii) of the flexural rigidity D(x) = E(x)I(x) of a vibrat-
ing inhomogeneous beam (free vibrations) of length L (with 0≤ x≤ L), mass density ρ(x), area of
the cross-section A(x), modulus of elasticity E(x) and moment of inertia of its cross-section I(x).
This will be achieved by using Mathematica [32] and not manually or by using other elementary
methods. More explicitly, here on the vibrating inhomogeneous beam (free vibrations) we have

∀x such that 0≤ x≤ L it holds true that m(x) = ρ(x)A(x)> 0 (1)

and we wish to get assured that

∀x such that 0≤ x≤ L it holds true that D(x) = E(x)I(x)> 0. (2)

In this task, we will use the quantifier elimination algorithms implemented in Mathematica [32]
through its command Reduce (or, almost equivalently, Resolve). Quantifier elimination is an in-
teresting possibility in symbolic computations and it aims at the elimination of the universal quan-
tifier ∀ (for all) as is here the case and/or the existential quantifier ∃ (exists) in a quantified formula
such as in the above formulae (1) and (2). In this way, a formula not including quantifiers but, on
the other hand, being completely equivalent to the original quantified formula is derived. The latter
formula, which does not contain quantifiers, is called a quantifier-free formula and, briefly, a QFF.

The main and generally best general-purpose algorithm used in Mathematica [32] for quantifier
elimination is cylindrical algebraic decomposition. This ingenious and extremely useful algorithm
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was devised by Collins in 1973–1975 [33]. A large number of papers concerning improvements
of the original algorithm are also available; see e.g. the papers by Arnon [34] and Collins and
Hong [35]. The related classical book on quantifier elimination is that edited by Caviness and
Johnson [36]. Another very interesting and useful but not so general quantifier elimination algo-
rithm is due to Weispfenning [37]. A bibliography on the applications of quantifier elimination
was prepared by Ratschan [38]. On the other hand, in engineering mechanics, several applications
of quantifier elimination were proposed and studied by the author; see e.g. Refs. [39–51]. More-
over, recently, Charalampakis and Chatzigiannelis used the implementation of cylindrical algebraic
decomposition in Mathematica in optimization problems related to minimum-weight trusses [52].

Quantifier elimination algorithms and commands are available only in very few computer al-
gebra systems. The best general-purpose quantifier elimination algorithm is cylindrical algebraic
decomposition, which, as was already mentioned, was devised by Collins [33, 36]. Finally, since
2003 Mathematica [32] includes the quantifier elimination command Resolve. This command was
introduced in version 5.0 of Mathematica in 2003 and is also included in the more general-purpose
Reduce command of Mathematica [32]. The implementation of the Collins quantifier elimination
algorithm based on cylindrical algebraic decomposition [33, 36] (as well as of several additional
related algorithms) in Mathematica [32] is due to Strzeboński, a very active researcher in the field;
see e.g. his related recent research results [53, 54]. The use of the quantifier elimination possibili-
ties of Mathematica [32] is described in the tutorial [55]. The book by Trott [56] on symbolics in
Mathematica [32] is also very useful for quantifier elimination in Mathematica [56, pp. 60–78].

In a previous recent related paper [47], we applied quantifier elimination to inverse buckling
problems for inhomogeneous columns having been extensively studied, as was already mentioned,
by Elishakoff and his collaborators [1–11, 23, 24]. Here we proceed to the application of exactly
the same approach, that of quantifier elimination, to inverse vibration problems now for inhomo-
geneous beams having also been extesively studied for beams/bars, as was also already mentioned,
by Elishakoff and his collaborators [8, 11, 13, 15–17, 19–21, 23, 24]. This seems to be a new
and rather interesting further application of quantifier elimination to applied mechanics problems.
For our present task, exactly as in Ref. [47], we will use again the popular computer algebra sys-
tem Mathematica [32] and specifically the powerful implementation of quantifier elimination by
Strzeboński in it [55], which is also described in detail in the book by Trott [56, pp. 60–78] as was
already mentioned.

2. Inhomogeneous beam clamped at both ends

At first, we consider the inverse free vibration problem for an inhomogeneous beam clamped
at both its ends. This problem was solved in closed form by Elishakoff and Candan [13], where
additional boundary conditions were also studied. The present vibrating inhomogeneous beam is
assumed to have length L, variable linear mass density (mass per unit length) m(x) = ρ(x)A(x)
and variable flexural rigidity D(x) = E(x)I(x). The related well-known fourth-order linear partial
differential equation has the form [13]

∂ 2

∂x2

[
D(x)

∂ 2w(x, t)
∂x2

]
+m(x)

∂ 2w(x, t)
∂ t2 = 0 (3)

written with the help of the symbols D(x) and m(x). Here, as usual, w(x, t) denotes the lateral de-
flection of the beam, x denotes the position along the beam (with 0≤ x≤ L) and t denotes the time.
Now, for convenience, following Elishakoff and Candan [13], we use the dimensionless length vari-
able ξ := x/L (with 0≤ ξ ≤ 1) and we assume harmonic free vibrations of the beam with its lateral
deflection w(ξ , t) given by

w(ξ , t) =W (ξ )cos(ωt +φ) (4)
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with W (ξ ) denoting the amplitude of the free vibrations, ω the natural frequency of the vibrations
and φ a phase angle. Then, on the basis of the above partial differential equation (3), we directly
obtain the equally well-known fourth-order linear ordinary differential equation for the unknown
function W (ξ ) [13]

d2

dξ 2

[
D(ξ )

d2W (ξ )

dξ 2

]
−R(ξ )W (ξ ) = 0 (5)

with
R(ξ ) := ω

2L4m(ξ ) = ω
2L4

ρ(ξ )A(ξ ). (6)

(Here and in the sequel we retain the symbols R, m, ρ , A, D, E and I even when we use the dimen-
sionless length variable ξ := x/L instead of the original length variable x on the vibrating beam.)

The above fourth-order linear ordinary differential equation (5) is written with the help of the
symbols D(ξ ) (flexural rigidity of the beam) and R(ξ ) (generalized linear mass density of the
beam). For the present vibrating beam problem an appropriate selection for the amplitude W (ξ ) of
the free vibrations of the inhomogeneous beam (with W (ξ ) obviously concerning the lateral deflec-
tion of the beam) satisfying the four boundary conditions at its ends ξ = 0 and ξ = 1 is [13, p. 3420]

W (ξ ) = ξ
2−2ξ

3 +ξ
4 = ξ

2(ξ −1)2. (7)

2.1. Beam with constant density

Following Elishakoff and Candan [13], at first, we consider the simple case where the general-
ized linear mass density R(ξ ) of the beam is a known constant a0. Therefore, here we assume that

R(ξ ) = a0 and D(ξ ) =
4

∑
i=0

biξ
i, (8)

where a0 is a known constant and b0,b1, . . . ,b4 are five unknown constants. Now we insert the
above expressions of W (ξ ), R(ξ ) and D(ξ ) in the ordinary differential equation (5) and equate
the five coefficients of the resulting quartic polynomial of the variable ξ to zero exactly as was
proposed by Elishakoff and Candan [13]. In this way, we find the unknown coefficients bi in the
sum for the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam in the second of Eqs. (8). Finally, we find that the
flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam has the form

D(ξ ) =
a0

6480
(18ξ

4−36ξ
3 +6ξ

2 +12ξ +11). (9)

This result is essentially in agreement with the corresponding result by Elishakoff and Candan [13].
Naturally, since the linear mass density m(ξ ) is a positive quantity and R(ξ ) := ω2L4m(ξ ),

Eq. (6), the constant a0 in the first of Eqs. (8) should also be positive. Therefore, for the continuous
positivity of the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam in Eq. (9) (with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1) it is sufficient to
check the continuous positivity of the quartic polynomial

Dd(ξ ) :=
6480

a0
D(ξ ) = 18ξ

4−36ξ
3 +6ξ

2 +12ξ +11. (10)

This can easily be achieved with the help of Mathematica [32] by using the simple quantifier elim-
ination command

Reduce[ForAll[xi, 0<=xi<=1, Dd[xi]>0], Reals] [c1]

based on the Reduce command of Mathematica. (Clearly, the related command Resolve can also
be successfully used for the same task.) The result is simply True. This means that

∀ξ such that 0≤ ξ ≤ 1 it holds true that Dd(ξ )> 0 (11)
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exactly as is physically required for the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of an inhomogeneous beam.
Alternatively, if we prefer to employ the original form of D(ξ ) in Eq. (9) by using the above

command [c1] with D(ξ ) (D0[xi] in Mathematica because the symbol D denotes differentiation in
Mathematica and, therefore, it cannot be used for the flexural rigidity of a beam) instead of Dd(ξ )
(Dd[xi] in Mathematica), we obtain the equally simple, essentially equivalent and obvious result
a0 > 0. This means that the continuous positivity of the linear mass density m(ξ ) = ρ(ξ )A(ξ ) of
the beam and, therefore, of its generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) defined in Eq. (6) as well im-
plies the continuous positivity of its flexural rigidity D(ξ ) = E(ξ )I(ξ ) too in the present vibrating
inhomogeneous beam problem. This may be considered to be an expected and reasonable result.

A slightly different possibility is to use the assumption

A0 = a0 > 0 (12)

(denoted by the symbol ass in Mathematica) and the related quantifier elimination command

Reduce[ForAll[xi, 0<=xi<=1 && ass, D0[xi]>0], Reals] [c2]

again obtaining the obvious result True. This happens because now the positivity of the generalized
linear mass density R(ξ ) in the first of Eqs. (8), i.e. here a0 > 0, has been already introduced as the
assumption A0 (ass in Mathematica) in the above command [c2].

An alternative possibility is to simultaneously request the positivity of the generalized linear
mass density R(ξ ) and the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) on the whole vibrating inhomogeneous beam, i.e.

∀ξ such that 0≤ ξ ≤ 1 it holds true that R(ξ )> 0 ∧ D(ξ )> 0 (13)

(with the symbol ∧ denoting the logical ‘and’ also denoted by && in Mathematica), without using
the assumption A0 in Eq. (12). This can easily be achieved by using the slightly modified command

Reduce[ForAll[xi, 0<=xi<=1, R[xi]>0 && D0[xi]>0], Reals] [c3]

Then we find again the expected result a0 > 0. This result essentially means that as was already
mentioned, the continuous positivity of the generalized linear mass density R(x) of the beam has as
a consequence the continuous positivity of its flexural rigidity D(ξ ) as well.

The same implication can also be observed in a simpler and more direct way by using the
Implies command of Mathematica (here always together with its Reduce command) as follows:

Reduce[Implies[R[xi]>0, D0[xi]>0], Reals] [c4]

with the expected result True. Alternatively, the similar command with the positions of R[xi] and
D0[xi] interchanged, i.e. the command

Reduce[Implies[D0[xi]>0, R[xi]>0], Reals] [c5]

gives also the result True. Moreover, the related equivalence command

Reduce[Equivalent[R[xi]>0, D0[xi]>0], Reals] [c6]

again leads to the same result: True. This means that in the present so simple inverse free vibra-
tion problem for an inhomogeneous beam the continuous positivity of the generalized linear mass
density R(ξ ) of the beam defined in Eq. (6) has as a direct consequence the continuous positivity
of the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) = E(ξ )I(ξ ) of the beam and inversely.

Now let us proceed to the computationally somewhat more difficult and practically probably
somewhat more interesting cases of linear and quadratic distributions of the generalized linear
mass density R(ξ ) of the beam. Unfortunately, there will not become possible to us to proceed to
the study of a cubic, a quartic, etc. distribution of the generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) of the
beam because of the computational complexity of the related quantifier elimination problems.
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2.2. Beam with linear density

Following again Elishakoff and Candan [13], we consider the more difficult case where the
generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) of the beam in Eq. (6) is a linear function of the dimensionless
variable ξ := x/L (with 0≤ ξ ≤ 1). Therefore, now instead of Eqs. (8) we assume that

R(ξ ) = a0 +a1ξ and D(ξ ) =
5

∑
i=0

biξ
i, (14)

where a0 and a1 are two known constants and b0,b1, . . . ,b5 are six unknown constants. Working as
previously, we insert the expressions of W (ξ ) in Eq. (7) and R(ξ ) and D(ξ ) in the above Eqs. (14)
into the ordinary differential equation (5) and equate the six coefficients of the resulting quintic
polynomial of ξ to zero again exactly as was proposed by Elishakoff and Candan [13]. In this way,
we again find the unknown coefficients bi in the sum D(ξ ) in the second of Eqs. (14). Finally, for
the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the present inhomogeneous vibrating beam we find that it has the form
of the following quintic polynomial:

D(ξ ) =
1

90720
[
180a1ξ

5 +(252a0−324a1)ξ
4 +(24a1−504a0)ξ

3 +(84a0 +78a1)ξ
2

+(168a0 +74a1)ξ +154a0 +61a1
]
. (15)

This result is again essentially in agreement with the corresponding result by Elishakoff and Can-
dan [13].

Naturally, the generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) of the beam is a positive quantity on the
whole beam [0,1] and the same should also hold true for the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam.
Therefore, the quantified formula (13) should hold true again. Now, at first, we wish to get assured
that R(ξ ) > 0 with R(ξ ) given by the first of Eqs. (14). This is a trivial task and it can easily be
performed by using the Mathematica quantifier elimination command

Reduce[ForAll[xi, 0<=xi<=1, R[xi]>0], {a0, a1}, Reals]//Simplify [c7]

The result of this command, i.e. the necessary and sufficient conditions QFFR for the continuous
positivity of R(ξ ) on the present vibrating inhomogeneous beam or, equivalently, the related QFF
(quantifier-free formula), is simply

QFFR = a0 > 0 ∧ a0 +a1 > 0. (16)

These are the expected conditions because here R(ξ ) was assumed in the first of Eqs. (14) to be a
linear function of ξ .

Evidently, much more important (and, of course, less trivial) is the case with the flexural rigid-
ity D(ξ ) of the beam. The related conditions QFFD1 can be found with the help of a command
analogous to the above command [c7], but now with D(ξ ) instead of R(ξ ), and are seen to have the
form

QFFD1 =
(

a0 ≤ 0 ∧ a1 >−
154
61

a0

)
∨
(

a0 > 0 ∧ a1 >−
154
93

a0

)
. (17)

Surely, although this result is correct, on the other hand, practically, it is not the best possible.
Of course, in order to obtain a practically more useful result, we can take into account the QFFR

in Eq. (16) as our assumptions ass by using the quantifier elimination command

Reduce[ForAll[xi, 0<=xi<=1 && ass, D0[xi]>0], {a0,a1}, Reals] [c8]

Then we are very pleased to find the extremely simple result

QFFD2 = True. (18)
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This result simply means that if the generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) of the vibrating inho-
mogeneous beam is a linear function of the dimensionless variable ξ := x/L and, simultaneously,
continuously positive on the beam (with 0≤ ξ ≤ 1), then the resulting flexural rigidity D(ξ ) on the
basis of the ordinary differential equation (5) is also continuously positive on the same beam.

Alternatively, naturally, we can request that both functions R(ξ ) and D(ξ ) be simultaneously
continuously positive on the same beam according to the quantified formula (13) by using the
modified quantifier elimination command

Reduce[ForAll[xi, 0<=xi<=1, R[xi]>0 && D0[xi]>0], {a0,a1}, Reals]//Simplify [c9]

which is analogous to the command [c3] in the previous subsection. Then we find again the simple
conditions QFFR in Eq. (16) as the resulting QFF, the QFFRD, and, naturally, this fact again means
that the continuous positivity of R(ξ ) implies the continuous positivity of D(ξ ) on the beam [0,1]
or, equivalently, QFFR⇒QFFD. Therefore, the conditions for the continuous positivity of the gen-
eralized linear mass density R(ξ ) on the present beam are completely sufficient and no additional
conditions are required for the continuous positivity of the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam too.

2.3. Beam with quadratic density

Following again Elishakoff and Candan [13], we also consider the more difficult case where the
generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) in Eq. (6) of the vibrating inhomogeneous beam is a quadratic
function of the dimensionless variable ξ := x/L (with 0≤ ξ ≤ 1). Therefore, now we assume that

R(ξ ) = a0 +a1ξ +a2ξ
2 and D(ξ ) =

6

∑
i=0

biξ
i, (19)

where a0, a1 and a2 are three known constants and b0,b1, . . . ,b6 are seven unknown constants.
Working as previously, we insert the expressions of W (ξ ) in Eq. (7) for the present clamped vi-
brating inhomogeneous beam and R(ξ ) and D(ξ ) in the above Eqs. (19) in the ordinary differential
equation (5) and equate the seven coefficients of the resulting sextic polynomial of ξ to zero again
exactly as was proposed by Elishakoff and Candan [13]. In this way, we find again the unknown
coefficients bi in the sum D(ξ ) in the second of Eqs. (19). Finally, for the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of
the beam we find that it has the form of the following sextic polynomial:

D(ξ ) =
1

725760
[1080a2ξ

6 +(1440a1−1800a2)ξ
5 +(2016a0−2592a1 +36a2)ξ

4

+(−4032a0 +192a1 +336a2)ξ
3 +(672a0 +624a1 +330a2)ξ

2

+(1344a0 +592a1 +274a2)ξ +1232a0 +488a1 +219a2]. (20)

This result is essentially in agreement with the corresponding result by Elishakoff and Candan [13].
Naturally, the generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) of the beam is a positive quantity on the

whole beam [0,1] and the same should also hold true for the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam.
Therefore, the quantified formulae (1) and (2) should simultaneously hold true again, i.e. we have
again the quantified formula (13). Now, at first, we wish to get assured that R(ξ ) > 0 with R(ξ )
given now by the first of Eqs. (19). This can easily be achieved by using the following Mathematica
quantifier elimination command:

Reduce[ForAll[xi, 0<=xi<=1, R[xi]>0], {a0, a1, a2}, Reals]//Simplify [c10]

which is completely analogous to the command [c7] in the previous subsection. The result of this
command, i.e. the necessary and sufficient conditions QFFR for the continuous positivity of R(ξ )
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on the present beam or, equivalently, the related QFF (quantifier-free formula) QFFR, is simply

QFFR = a0 > 0 ∧ [(a1 ≤−2a0 ∧ 4a2 > a2
1/a0) ∨ (a1 >−2a0 ∧ a0 +a1 +a2 > 0)]. (21)

We also note that other but evidently equivalent forms of the same QFF, the above QFFR, can also
be obtained by using other orderings of the three coefficients a0, a1 and a2 of R(ξ ) in the first of
Eqs. (19) or, alternatively, no ordering at all leaving this task to Mathematica.

Evidently, here much more important (and, of course, less trivial) is the case with the flexural
rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam. The related conditions, the QFFD1, can be found with the help of an
analogous command to the command [c10], but now with D(ξ ) instead of R(ξ ). For the same
ordering [a0,a1,a2], the QFFD1 is seen to have the form

QFFD1 =
{

a0 < 0 ∧
[(

a1 ≤−
1232a0

269
∧ a2 >−

1232a0 +488a1

219

)
∨
(

a1 >−
1232a0

269
∧ a2 >−

1232a0 +744a1

475

)]}
∨
{

a0 = 0 ∧
[(

a1 < 0 ∧ a2 >−
488a1

219

)
∨
(

a1 ≥ 0 ∧ a2 >−
744a1

475

)]}
∨
{

a0 > 0 ∧
[(

a1 ≤−
1351a0

127
∧ a2 >−

1232a0 +488a1

219

)
∨
(
− 1351a0

127
< a1 <−

3241a0

1072
∧ a2 > r2

)
∨
(

a1 ≥−
3241a0

1072
∧ a2 >−

1232a0 +744a1

475

)]}
. (22)

In the above QFF (quantifier-free formula) and at the end of the fifth line, the new symbol r2 denotes
the second real root of the following polynomial p(s) of the tenth degree in the variable s:

p(s) = −127970060049485660160a8
0a2

1−511880240197942640640a7
0a3

1

−690808137559132078080a6
0a4

1−280843571984596992000a5
0a5

1

−21496983730645893120a4
0a6

1−172114961051229880320a3
0a7

1

−204182585095964590080a2
0a8

1−79618993201458708480a0a9
1

−10444879901665443840a10
1 +(537474252207839772672a9

0

+2162694014836307656704a8
0a1 +2303740170782952652800a7

0a2
1

−612358726782431526912a6
0a3

1−902994226376735195136a5
0a4

1

+1390372271028824702976a4
0a5

1 +1247539313452363481088a3
0a6

1

−11284637860428742656a2
0a7

1−216980757709217316864a0a8
1

−44961386848459431936a9
1)s+(2707540646881020346368a8

0

+7810627350140641345536a7
0a1 +3005483719148719570944a6

0a2
1

−4546679971170484224000a5
0a3

1−698675899511790305280a4
0a4

1

+3337654686719052349440a3
0a5

1 +1488228983383951226880a2
0a6

1

−40229731580873361408a0a7
1−70685044132764852736a8

1)s
2

+(5719710735234005336064a7
0 +7621274354668112904192a6

0a1
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−4822510049171847696384a5
0a2

1−7949523633785185536000a4
0a3

1

+102599999324107084800a3
0a4

1 +2048675680426522129920a2
0a5

1

+360707721221960539392a0a6
1−46686416813227135616a7

1)s
3

+(4420474552309760888832a6
0 +965964287624802471936a5

0a1

−7258753334852710004160a4
0a2

1−4279340087753776053120a3
0a3

1

+252234178282012681440a2
0a4

1 +331732112360718140064a0a5
1

−12237264526498736812a6
1)s

4 +(1952064702262286716608a5
0

−324183418315067072160a4
0a1−2103980705475172912080a3

0a2
1

−521907213724782563160a2
0a3

1 +94587579245409841080a0a4
1

−473826888064972040a5
1)s

5 +(816309309610751559372a4
0

+483661769259005499960a3
0a1 +158841155904018242004a2

0a2
1

+94090173410049104400a0a3
1 +8916544262086826336a4

1)s
6

+(308426537394426165624a3
0 +300953554820823944088a2

0a1

+120461870182888423224a0a2
1 +15840456487309363504a3

1)s
7

+(71088399055704299472a2
0 +54695048718531896388a0a1

+10728516313724351402a2
1)s

8 +(8194988133371571420a0

+3227030428874927056a1)s9 +364278671467638629s10. (23)

Naturally, mainly because of the presence of the above polynomial p(s), from the practical point
of view the QFFD1 in Eq. (22) is sufficiently complicated and very difficult to use. We can also
mention that the required CPU time for the above quantifier elimination has been 24.5 sec in the
Intel-Core-i5- and Windows-10-based personal computer used.

Alternatively, in order to obtain a practically much more useful result, we can take into account
the QFFR in Eq. (21) as our assumptions ass by using the quantifier elimination command

Reduce[ForAll[xi, 0<=xi<=1 && ass, D0[xi]>0], {a0,a1,a2}, Reals] [c11]

which, naturally, is similar to the command [c8] in the previous subsection. Then we are pleased to
find again the extremely simple result

QFFD2 = True. (24)

Analogously to the previous subsection, here this result means that if the generalized linear mass
density R(ξ ) of the beam is a quadratic function of the dimensionless variable ξ and simultaneously
continuously positive on the present vibrating inhomogeneous beam (with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1), then the
resulting flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam on the basis of the ordinary differential equation (5) is
also continuously positive on the same beam. Nevertheless, unfortunately, the required CPU time
for the above quantifier elimination having led to the QFF (24) increased to about 55.16 sec.

Since R(0)> 0, as is clear from the first of Eqs. (19), the coefficient a0 in R(ξ ) should also be
positive. This fact is also clear from the QFFR in Eq. (21) (first logical term in the right-hand side).
Therefore, we can divide R(ξ ) in the first of Eqs. (19) by a0 and request the continuous positivity of
the new function R∗(ξ ) :=R(ξ )/a0 = 1+α1ξ +α2ξ 2 (now with only two coefficients: α1 := a1/a0
and α2 := a2/a0) instead of R(ξ ). Practically, this means that now we use the value a0 = 1 in R(ξ ).
In this way, i.e. with a0 = 1 in R(ξ ) and, therefore, in D(ξ ) too, the required CPU time for the above
quantifier elimination, leading again to Eq. (24), was reduced from 55.16 sec to just 0.72 sec.
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3. Inhomogeneous beam clamped at one end and simply-supported at the other end

As a second application, we consider the inverse free vibration problem for an inhomogeneous
beam clamped at one end, the end x = 0, and simply-supported at the other end, the end x = L.
This problem was also solved in closed form by Elishakoff and Candan [13]. The beam is again
assumed to have length L, variable flexural rigidity D(x) = E(x)I(x) and generalized linear mass
density R(x) := ω2L4m(x) = ω2L4ρ(x)A(x) already defined in Eq. (6). Under the assumption of
harmonic free vibrations, Eq. (4), the related fourth-order linear partial differential equation (3) for
the lateral deflection w(x, t) of the beam takes again the form (5) of a fourth-order linear ordinary
differential equation [13]. For the present vibrating beam problem an appropriate selection for the
amplitude W (ξ ) of the free vibrations of the beam satisfying the four boundary conditions at its
ends ξ = 0 and ξ = 1 (again with ξ := x/L) now has the form [13, p. 3422, Eq. (119)]

W (ξ ) = 3ξ
2−5ξ

3 +2ξ
4 = ξ

2(ξ −1)(2ξ −3) (25)

instead of Eq. (7) in the previous section, Section 2, concerning a beam clamped at both its ends.

3.1. Beam with constant density

Following again Elishakoff and Candan [13, pp. 3436–3437], at first, we consider the simple
case where the generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) of the beam is a known constant a0: con-
stant density. Therefore, here Eqs. (8) in Subsection 2.1 hold true again, in the second of which
b0,b1, . . . ,b4 denote again five unknown constants. Now we insert the above expression of W (ξ )
in Eq. (25) as well as the expressions of R(ξ ) and D(ξ ) in Eqs. (8) into the ordinary differential
equation (5) and equate the five coefficients of the resulting quartic polynomial of ξ to zero exactly
as was proposed by Elishakoff and Candan [13]. In this way, we find again the unknown five coef-
ficients bi in the sum for the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam in the second of Eqs. (8). Finally,
we find that the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam instead of Eq. (9) in Subsection 2.1 has now the
form

D(ξ ) =
a0

46080
(128ξ

4−320ξ
3 +48ξ

2 +140ξ +163). (26)

Of course, because the linear mass density m(ξ ) of the beam should always be a positive quan-
tity and R(ξ ) := ω2L4m(ξ ), Eq. (6) in Subsection 2.1, the constant a0 in the first of Eqs. (8) should
also be positive. Therefore, for the continuous positivity of the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam
(with 0≤ ξ ≤ 1) it is sufficient to check the positivity of the quartic polynomial

Dd(ξ ) =
46080

a0
D(ξ ) = 128ξ

4−320ξ
3 +48ξ

2 +140ξ +163. (27)

This can easily be achieved with the help of Mathematica by using again the simple command [c1]
in Subsection 2.1 based on the Reduce command of Mathematica. Exactly as in Subsection 2.1,
the result is again simply True. This means that the positivity constraint (11) holds true, i.e. the
flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam is continuously positive on the beam.

Alternatively, if we prefer to use the original form of D(ξ ) in Eq. (26) by using again the
command [c1] in Subsection 2.1 but now with D(ξ ) (D0[xi] in Mathematica) instead of Dd(ξ ),
we obtain the equally simple, essentially equivalent and obvious result a0 > 0. This means that the
positivity of the linear mass density m(ξ ) of the beam and, therefore, of its generalized linear mass
density R(ξ ) in Eq. (6) as well implies the positivity of its flexural rigidity D(ξ ) = E(ξ )I(ξ ) too
in the present vibrating beam problem. Evidently, this result is an expected and reasonable result.

A slightly different possibility is to use again the assumption A0 in Eq. (12) (denoted again by
the symbol ass in Mathematica) and the related command [c2] in Subsection 2.1. In this way, we
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obtain again the obvious result True. This happens since now the positivity of the generalized linear
mass density R(ξ ) in the first of Eqs. (8), i.e. here a0 > 0, has been introduced as the assumption A0
(ass in Mathematica) in the command [c2].

An alternative possibility is to simultaneously request the positivity of both the generalized
linear mass density R(ξ ) and the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) on the whole beam with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, i.e.
to use the quantified formula (13) now without the use the assumption A0. Working exactly as in
Subsection 2.1 with the command [c3], we find again the expected result a0 > 0. This essentially
means that the continuous positivity of the generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) of the beam has as
a consequence the continuous positivity of its flexural rigidity D(ξ ). The same implication is also
observed in a slightly simpler and more direct way by using the Implies command of Mathematica
exactly as in the command [c4] in Subsection 2.1 with the expected result: True. The inverse holds
also true, i.e. the continuous positivity of D(ξ ) has as a consequence the continuous positivity
of R(ξ ) as well, command [c5] in Subsection 2.1. Therefore, the related equivalence command, the
command [c6] in Subsection 2.1, obviously also leads to the same result: True. This means that the
continuous positivity of the generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) of the beam has as a consequence
the continuous positivity of its flexural rigidity D(ξ ) and inversely.

Now let us proceed to the computationally somewhat more difficult case of a linear distribution
of the generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) of the present vibrating inhomogeneous beam.

3.2. Beam with linear density

Following again Elishakoff and Candan [13], now we consider the more difficult case where the
generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) of the beam is a linear function of the dimensionless variable ξ

(with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1). Therefore, we assume that R(ξ ) and D(ξ ) have the expressions (14), where a0
and a1 denote again two known constants and b0,b1, . . . ,b5 denote six unknown constants. Working
as previously, we insert the expressions of W (ξ ) in Eq. (25) and R(ξ ) and D(ξ ) in Eqs. (14) in the
ordinary differential equation (5) and equate the six coefficients of the resulting quintic polynomial
of ξ to zero again exactly as was proposed by Elishakoff and Candan [13]. In this way, we find
again the unknown coefficients bi in the sum D(ξ ) in the second of Eqs. (14). Finally, for the
flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam we find that it has the form of the quintic polynomial

D(ξ ) =
1

2580480
[5120a1ξ

5 +(7168a0−11520a1)ξ
4 +(−17920a0 +448a1)ξ

3

+(2688a0 +3440a1)ξ
2 +(7840a0 +4188a1)ξ +9128a0 +4375a1]. (28)

Naturally, the generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) of the beam is a positive quantity on the
whole beam [0,1] and the same should also hold true for the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam.
Therefore, the quantified formulae (1) and (2) should simultaneously hold true, i.e. the quantified
formula (13) should also hold true.

Now, at first, we wish to be assured that R(ξ )> 0 with R(ξ ) given by the first of Eqs. (14), i.e.
R(ξ ) = a0 +a1ξ . Obviously, analogously to Subsection 2.2, we can use the quantifier elimination
command

QFFR = Reduce[ForAll[xi,0<=xi<=1,R[xi]>0],{a0,a1},Reals] [c12]

and we obtain the expected QFF
QFFR = a0 > 0 ∧ a1 >−a0. (29)

Obviously, this QFF is easily understood for a linear function of ξ as is here the case with R(ξ ).
Moreover, it is completely equivalent to the related QFF already derived in Eq. (16) of Subsec-
tion 2.2 and it is assumed to hold true.
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Of course, much more important is again the case with the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam.
The related conditions, equivalently the related QFF (quantifier-free formula), here the QFFD1a,
can be found with the help of an analogous command with D(ξ ) instead of R(ξ ), e.g. with the
command

QFFD1a = Reduce[ForAll[xi,0<=xi<=1,D0[xi]>0],{a0,a1},Reals] [c13]

or a similar command, e.g. a command using Resolve instead of Reduce. In the present vibrating
inhomogeneous beam problem, these conditions are seen to have the form

QFFD1a =
(

a0 ≤ 0 ∧ a1 >−
1304a0

625

)
∨
(

a0 > 0 ∧ a1 >−
2968a0

2017

)
. (30)

An alternative form of the same conditions, now the QFFD1b, can result by reversing the order of
the variables in the above command [c13] from [a0,a1] to [a1,a0]. Then by using the command

QFFD1b = Reduce[ForAll[xi,0<=xi<=1,D0[xi]>0],{a1,a0},Reals] [c14]

we obtain the equivalent QFF

QFFD1b =
(

a1 ≤ 0 ∧ a0 >−
2017a1

2968

)
∨
(

a1 > 0 ∧ a0 >−
625a1

1304

)
. (31)

Naturally, these two QFFs, the QFFD1a in Eq. (30) and the QFFD1b in Eq. (31), are equivalent. This
can easily be verified by using the command

Reduce[Equivalent[QFFD1a,QFFD1b],Reals] [c15]

of course with the expected result: True.
Surely, although these results, the two equivalent QFFs (30) and (31) are correct, on the other

hand, from the practical point of view, they are not the best possible. In order to obtain a practically
more useful result, evidently, we can work again as in Subsection 2.2 and take into account the
QFFR in Eq. (29) as our assumptions assD by using the command

QFFD2 = Reduce[ForAll[xi,0<=xi<=1 && assD,D0[xi]>0],Reals] [c16]

In this way, we obtain the interesting result True. This so simple result again means that the contin-
uous positivity of the generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) of the present vibrating inhomogeneous
beam has as a consequence the continuous positivity of the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the same beam.
Alternatively, we can verify this so interesting result simply by using the command

Reduce[Implies[assD,QFFD1a],Reals] [c17]

or the analogous command with QFFD1b instead of QFFD1a. Evidently, both of these commands
yield the same result: True, i.e. QFFR⇒ QFFD1a and QFFR⇒ QFFD1b with QFFD1a ≡ QFFD1b.

A related further possibility concerns the simultaneous requirement of the continuous positivity
of the generalized linear mass density R(ξ ) and the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) on the present beam, i.e.
for 0≤ ξ ≤ 1. This can easily be achieved by using the quantifier elimination command

QFFRD1 = Reduce[ForAll[xi,0<=xi<=1,R[xi]>0 && D0[xi]>0],{a0,a1},Reals] [c18]

The obtained QFF, i.e. the necessary and sufficient conditions, is

QFFRD1 = a0 > 0 ∧ a1 >−a0. (32)

As is clearly observed, QFFRD1 coincides with QFFR in Eq. (29) for R(ξ ) only. This simply means
that the conditions for the continuous positivity of R(ξ ) assure the continuous positivity of D(ξ ) as
well on the whole beam. This has been also already verified by using the above command [c17].
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It can also be mentioned that an equivalent QFF, the QFFRD2, can easily be obtained by revers-
ing the order of the variables in the command [c18] from [a0,a1] to [a1,a0]. This equivalent QFF
has the form

QFFRD2 = (a1 ≤ 0 ∧ a0 >−a1) ∨ (a1 > 0 ∧ a0 > 0), (33)

which is a little more complicated than the form (32) of the equivalent QFF, the QFFRD1. The same
QFF, the QFFRD2, is also obtained without a statement about the order of the variables a0 and a1,
i.e. by using the slightly simpler quantifier elimination command

QFFRD2 = Reduce[ForAll[xi,0<=xi<=1,R[xi]>0 && D0[xi]>0],Reals] [c19]

Obviously, theses two QFFs, the QFFRD1 in Eq. (32) and the QFFRD2 in Eq. (33), are equivalent as
was already mentioned and can easily be verified by using the simple equivalence command

Reduce[Equivalent[QFFRD2,QFFRD1],Reals] [c20]

which, naturally, gives the expected result: True.

4. Inhomogeneous beam in the presence of an axial force

In this section, we will consider the problem of the free vibrations of a simply-supported in-
homogeneous beam of length L (with 0 ≤ x ≤ L) in the presence of an axial force P with P being
positive if it is compressive and negative if it is tensile. This problem was recently studied by
Elishakoff, Eisenberger and Delmas [8, Section 5, pp. 173–174]. The generalized linear mass den-
sity R(ξ ) of this vibrating beam is assumed here to be a constant R and because of Eq. (6) it is given
by [8, Eq. (29), p. 172]

R = ω
2L4

ρA. (34)

The related fourth-order linear ordinary differential equation has the form [8, Eq. (58), p. 173]

d2

dξ 2

[
D(ξ )

d2W (ξ )

dξ 2

]
+Q

d2W (ξ )

dξ 2 −RW (ξ ) = 0 (35)

with ξ := x/L again and the new parameter Q defined by

Q := PL2. (36)

Naturally, this differential equation contains a term with the second derivative of W (ξ ) not present
in Eq. (5) of Section 2 because no axial loading P of the inhomogeneous beam was present there.

Of course, since the generalized linear mass density R of the present beam is assumed to be
a constant, for a polynomial form of the amplitude W (ξ ) of the lateral deflection of the vibrating
beam its flexural rigidity D(ξ ) should be a polynomial of the fourth degree exactly as in the second
of Eqs. (8), i.e.

D(ξ ) = b0 +b1ξ +b2ξ
2 +b3ξ

3 +b4ξ
4. (37)

Clearly, this selection of D(ξ ) (analogously to the previous two sections) is simply due to the
differentiations in the first term of the above fourth-order linear ordinary differential equation (35).

Let us proceed now to the consideration of four polynomial forms for the amplitude W (ξ )
of the free vibrations of the present inhomogeneous beam always with respect to and with interest
in the continuous positivity of its flexural rigidity D(ξ ). These are the four forms already studied
by Elishakoff, Eisenberger and Delmas [8] and, naturally, they satisfy the four boundary conditions

W (0) = 0, W ′′(0) = 0, W (1) = 0, W ′′(1) = 0 (38)

at the two ends ξ = 0 and ξ = 1 of the present simply-supported vibrating inhomogeneous beam.
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4.1. Duncan’s vibration mode

In this first and original vibration mode proposed by Duncan [57], the amplitude W (ξ ) of the
vibrations of the beam has the form [8, Eq. (14), p. 171]

W (ξ ) = 3ξ
5−10ξ

3 +7ξ . (39)

Working exactly as previously, i.e. inserting this expression of the amplitude W (ξ ) as well as
the expression of the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam in Eq. (37) into the linear differential
equation (35) and, next, equating the coefficients of the powers ξ i (with i = 0,1, . . . ,4) to zero, we
obtain the expressions of the coefficients bi (again with i = 0,1, . . . ,4) of the flexural rigidity D(ξ )
in Eq. (37). The result is

D(ξ ) =
R

840
ξ

4− 7Q+R
140

ξ
2 +

294Q+31R
2520

. (40)

Evidently, here we are interested in the continuous positivity of this quartic polynomial D(ξ )
on the whole beam (with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1). Working analogously to the previous two sections, at first,
we can use the quantifier elimination command

QFF1a = Reduce[ForAll[xi,0<=xi<=1,D0[xi]>0],{R,Q},Reals]//Simplify [c21]

with the result
QFF1a =

(
R≤ 0 ∧ Q >− 31R

294

)
∨
(

R > 0 ∧ Q >− 2R
21

)
. (41)

Alternatively, we can change the order of the variables from [R,Q] to [Q,R] as follows

QFF1b = Reduce[ForAll[xi,0<=xi<=1,D0[xi]>0],{Q,R},Reals]//Simplify [c22]

with the result
QFF1b =

(
Q≤ 0 ∧ R >− 21Q

2

)
∨
(

Q > 0 ∧ R >− 294Q
31

)
. (42)

The same result, (42), can also be obtained without a suggestion to Mathematica about the order of
the free variables, i.e. here of the two parameters Q and R, as follows

QFF1c = Reduce[ForAll[xi,0<=xi<=1,D0[xi]>0],Reals]//Simplify [c23]

Of course, the generalized linear mass density R of the beam is a positive quantity. Adding this
fact to the previous quantifier elimination command as an assumption (together with the original
assumption that 0≤ ξ ≤ 1) as follows

QFF2 = Refine[Reduce[ForAll[xi,0<=xi<=1 && R>0,D0[xi]>0],Reals],R>0]

//Simplify [c24]

we obtain the simpler and practically much more useful result

QFF2 = Q≥ 0 ∨ R >− 21Q
2

. (43)

Finally, assuming the positivity of both parameters Q and R by using the command

QFF3 = Reduce[ForAll[xi,0<=xi<=1 && Q>0 && R>0,D0[xi]>0],Reals] [c25]

we obtain the interesting simple result
QFF3 = True. (44)

This result means that the continuous positivity of the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam is assured
provided that the axial loading P of the beam is compressive as is actually quite frequently the case.

At this point, we can add that the command Resolve can also be used instead of the more
general command Reduce for the derivation of the above results. Moreover, in some cases, but not
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always, the command Simplify can be omitted in the derivation the QFF (quantifier-free formula),
e.g. as was already made in the command [c25] for the QFF3. On the other hand, the command
Simplify has been necessary in the command [c24] for the QFF2. Finally, by using the additional
command Timing, we can also get informed about the required CPU times for the derivation of the
above QFFs. Here these times have been extremely small, but in other cases, unfortunately, they
increase and, in some cases, they are prohibitive for the computation of a QFF.

4.2. Elishakoff’s original vibration mode

Completely analogously, we can work with Elishakoff’s original vibration mode proposed by
Elishakoff [23]. In this case, the amplitude W (ξ ) of the vibrations has the form [8, Eq. (15), p. 171]

W (ξ ) = ξ
4−2ξ

3 +ξ . (45)

Working exactly as in Subsection 4.1, for the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam we obtain

D(ξ ) =
R

360
ξ

4− R
180

ξ
3− 15Q+R

180
ξ

2 +
10Q+R

120
ξ +

10Q+R
120

. (46)

Next, the results of the commands (i) [c21], (ii) [c22] and [c23], (iii) [c24] and (iv) [c25], which
are the present QFFs (quantifier-free formulae), are

QFF1a =
(

R≤ 0 ∧ Q >− 61R
600

)
∨
(

R > 0 ∧ Q >− R
10

)
, (47)

QFF1b =
(

Q≤ 0 ∧ R >−10Q
)
∨
(

Q > 0 ∧ R >− 600Q
61

)
, (48)

QFF2 = Q≥ 0 ∨ R >−10Q, (49)

QFF3 = True, (50)

respectively. These four QFFs are completely analogous to the corresponding QFFs derived in
the previous subsection, Subsection 4.1, but here with slight differences (only in the numerical
coefficients of the parameters Q and R) in the first three QFFs, i.e. in the QFFs (47), (48) and (49).

4.3. First Elishakoff, Eisenberger and Delmas’ new vibration mode

Completely analogously, we can work with the first new vibration mode proposed by Elishakoff,
Eisenberger and Delmas [8]. In this case, the amplitude W (ξ ) of the vibrations has the form
[8, Eq. (16), p. 171]

W (ξ ) =− 1
5

ξ
5 +ξ

4− 4
3

ξ
3 +

8
15

ξ . (51)

Working again exactly as in Subsection 4.1, for the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam we obtain

D(ξ ) =
R

840
ξ

4− R
210

ξ
3− Q

20
ξ

2 +
21Q+2R

210
ξ +

21Q+2R
315

. (52)

Next, the results of the commands (i) [c21], (ii) [c22] and [c23], (iii) [c24] and (iv) [c25], which
are the present QFFs (quantifier-free formulae), are

QFF1a =
(

R≤ 0 ∧ Q >− 31R
294

)
∨
(

R > 0 ∧ Q >− 2R
21

)
, (53)

QFF1b =
(

Q≤ 0 ∧ R >− 21Q
2

)
∨
(

Q > 0 ∧ R >− 294Q
31

)
, (54)
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QFF2 = Q≥ 0 ∨ R >− 21Q
2

, (55)

QFF3 = True, (56)

respectively. These four QFFs are completely analogous to the corresponding QFFs derived in
Subsection 4.1, but here with slight differences (again only in the numerical coefficients of the
parameters Q and R) in the first three QFFs, i.e. in the QFFs (53), (54) and (55).

4.4. Second Elishakoff, Eisenberger and Delmas’ new vibration mode

Completely analogously, we can easily work with the second new vibration mode proposed by
Elishakoff, Eisenberger and Delmas [8]. In this case, the amplitude W (ξ ) of the vibrations has the
form [8, Eq. (17), p. 171]

W (ξ ) =− 2
5

ξ
5 +ξ

4− 2
3

ξ
3 +

1
15

ξ . (57)

Working again exactly as in Subsection 4.1, for the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of the beam we obtain

D(ξ ) =
R

840
ξ

4− R
420

ξ
3− Q

20
ξ

2 +
42Q+R

840
ξ +

42Q+R
2520

. (58)

Next, the results of the commands (i) [c21], (ii) [c22] and [c23], (iii) [c24] and (iv) [c25], which
are the present QFFs (quantifier-free formulae), are

QFF1a =
(

R≤ 0 ∧ Q >− 31R
1176

)
∨
(

R > 0 ∧ Q >− R
42

)
, (59)

QFF1b =
(

Q≤ 0 ∧ R >−42Q
)
∨
(

Q > 0 ∧ R >− 1176Q
31

)
, (60)

QFF2 = Q≥ 0 ∨ R >−42Q, (61)

QFF3 = True, (62)

respectively. These four QFFs are completely analogous to the corresponding QFFs derived in
Subsection 4.1, but here with slight differences (again only in the numerical coefficients of the
parameters Q and R) in the first three QFFs, i.e. in the QFFs (59), (60) and (61).

5. Axial vibrations of an inhomogeneous bar

Another very interesting possibility in vibrations is to study inverse free vibration problems for
inhomogeneous bars of length L (here with 0≤ x≤ L). Such inverse problems were also studied by
Elishakoff and his collaborators, see e.g. Refs. [14, 17, 18, 22]. In this case, the fourth-order linear
ordinary differential equation (5), which is valid for beams, takes the following somewhat simpler
and second-order form, which is valid for bars [18, Eq. (8), p. 314]:

d
dξ

[
D(ξ )

dU(ξ )

dξ

]
−RU(ξ ) = 0 (63)

again with ξ := x/L and 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1. Here the unknown amplitude U(ξ ) refers to the longitudinal
free vibrations of the present inhomogeneous bar. Next, D(ξ ) := E(ξ )A denotes the longitudinal
rigidity of the same bar with E(ξ ) the modulus of elasticity of the material of the bar (assumed here
to be a function of ξ ) and A the area of its cross-section (assumed here to be simply a constant).
Finally,

R := ω
2L2m = ω

2L2
ρA (64)
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denotes the generalized linear mass density of the bar, which is also assumed here to be a constant.
As far as the boundary conditions at the two ends of the bar are concerned, following Elishakoff

and Yost [18], here we assume that the bar is fixed (supported) at its left end x = 0 and elastically
restrained at its right end ξ = 1. Then we have the two boundary conditions [18, p. 314]

U(0) = 0, D(1)U ′(1) =−kU(1), (65)

where k denotes the stiffness of the spring at the end ξ = 1.
Moreover, we consider again free harmonic vibrations and the amplitude U(ξ ) of these vibra-

tions is assumed to have the form of a quadratic polynomial, i.e. [18, Eq. (14), p. 314]

U(ξ ) = a0 +a1ξ +a2ξ
2. (66)

On the other hand, the longitudinal rigidity D(ξ ) of the bar has also the form of a quadratic poly-
nomial, i.e. [18, Eq. (16), p. 314]

D(ξ ) = b0 +b1ξ +b2ξ
2 (67)

because the linear ordinary differential equation (63) is of the second order.
Naturally, the first of the boundary conditions (65) directly leads to

a0 = 0. (68)
Then Eq. (66) takes the simpler form

U(ξ ) = a1ξ +a2ξ
2. (69)

Next, the second of the boundary conditions (65) yields

(b0 +b1 +b2)(a1 +2a2) =−k(a1 +a2). (70)

In the special case where a2 = 1, the above equation coincides with the related equation derived by
Elishakoff and Yost [18, Eq. (17), p. 314].

Now, exactly as in the previous three sections, we insert the expressions for D(ξ ) in Eq. (67)
and U(ξ ) in Eq. (69) into the ordinary differential equation (63) and equate the coefficients of ξ i

(with i = 0,1,2) to zero. Then we find the solution of the resulting system of three linear algebraic
equations with respect to the coefficients b0, b1 and b2 of the unknown longitudinal rigidity D(ξ )
of the bar in Eq. (67). This solution has the form

b0 =
a2

1R
12a2

2
, b1 =−

a1R
6a2

, b2 =−
R
6
. (71)

On the basis of this solution, from Eq. (67) we finally find that

D(ξ ) =
R

12a2
2
(a2

1−2a1a2ξ −2a2
2ξ

2). (72)

Similarly, the second boundary condition (70) now takes its final form

R
12a2

2
(a3

1−6a1a2
2−4a3

2) =−k(a1 +a2). (73)

What we wish now is to be assured about the continuous positivity (with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1) of the
longitudinal rigidity D(ξ ) in Eq. (72) on the whole bar, i.e. with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, of course under the
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validity of the boundary condition (73) at the right end ξ = 1 of the bar. To this end, we make the
two assumptions

A bar =
[

R > 0 ∧ R
12a2

2
(a3

1−6a1a2
2−4a3

2) =−k(a1 +a2)
]

(74)

(denoted by the symbol assbar in Mathematica). The first assumption simply denotes the obvious
positivity of the generalized linear mass density R of the bar and the second assumption is simply
the second boundary condition (73) at the right end ξ = 1 of the bar, i.e. the end with the spring.

Now we can use the quantifier elimination command

QFFbar = Refine[Reduce[ForAll[xi,0<=xi<=1 && assbar,D0[xi]>0],Reals]

//Simplify,assbar] [c26]

and, in this way, we obtain the following QFF for the present inverse free vibration problem:

QFFbar =
(

a2 = 0 ∨ a1 +
√

3a2
2 < a2 ∨

√
3a2

2 +a2 < a1

)
. (75)

This QFF can also be written in the slightly simplified form

QFFbar =
(

a2 = 0 ∨ a1 +
√

3 |a2|< a2 ∨
√

3 |a2|+a2 < a1

)
(76)

and numerically

QFFbar =
(

a2 = 0 ∨ a1 +1.732051|a2|< a2 ∨ 1.732051|a2|+a2 < a1

)
. (77)

In the special case where a2 = 1 considered in detail in Ref. [18, p. 314], the above QFF (77) takes
the simpler form

QFF∗bar =
(

a1 <−0.732051 ∨ a1 > 2.732051
)
. (78)

As three very simple examples, we consider the following special cases:
(i) The case where R = 6, a1 = 0 and a2 = 1. In this special case, we get from Eq. (72)

D(ξ ) =−ξ
2. (79)

(ii) The case where R = 6, a1 =−
√

2≈−1.414214 and a2 = 1. In this special case,

D(ξ ) = 1+
√

2ξ −ξ
2. (80)

(iii) The case where R = 6, a1 =
√

2≈ 1.414214 and a2 = 1. In this special case,

D(ξ ) = 1−
√

2ξ −ξ
2. (81)

From the QFF∗bar in Eq. (78), which is valid here since a2 = 1, we observe that the longitudinal
rigidity D(ξ ) of the present bar is continuously positive on the whole bar only in the second special
case, the case (ii), and, therefore, only this case is physically acceptable. The same conclusion was
also drawn by Elishakoff and Yost [18, p. 315] in the same three special cases by direct observation.

6. Conclusions–discussion

From the above quantifier elimination results it is concluded that with the help of modern quan-
tifier elimination software implemented in the computer algebra system Mathematica [32] and
in the general case mainly based on the Collins cylindrical-algebraic-decomposition (CAD) al-
gorithm [33] and its extensions, see e.g. Refs. [34–36], we can easily find the conditions for the
continuous positivity of the flexural rigidity D(ξ ) of a beam or the longitudinal rigidity D(ξ ) of
a bar in inverse free vibration problems for beams/bars. As was already mentioned, such inverse
problems were already extensively studied and continue to be studied by Elishakoff and his collab-
orators. Naturally, here we restricted our attention to just few examples of inverse free vibration
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problems, but, obviously, the approach is completely general and, therefore, it is easily applicable
to many more inverse free vibration problems for beams/bars.

In our present results, we preferred to use the implementation of quantifier elimination algo-
rithms included in the computer algebra system Mathematica [32] because we believe that today
this is the most powerful and efficient such implementation, but, surely, there exist few alternative
possibilities for quantifier elimination with other computer algebra systems. The best of these al-
ternative possibilities is to use the well-known Redlog computer logic package mainly prepared by
Dolzmann and Sturm [58] and implemented in the computer algebra system Reduce. The Maple
package SyNRAC by Anai and Yanami [59] is also of particular interest and importance in quan-
tifier elimination with a recent extension with the Maple package CGSQE . On the other hand, the
original and famous QEPCAD (now QEPCAD B) quantifier elimination package prepared mainly
by Hong [60] and based on the SACLIB library seems not to be practically useful any more.

Of course, when using quantifier elimination, it is possible that the required computer time be
excessive and, therefore, the derivation of the QFF (quantifier-free formula) may not be possible in
a reasonable time. This happens mainly when we have several parameters (usually four or more)
and polynomial equations of a high degree. These situations cannot be avoided and, unfortunately,
in such cases, we have to try to reduce the number of parameters by assigning numerical values
to some of them. This is a serious problem in quantifier elimination and, in principle, it cannot be
resolved even by using more powerful modern computers, but, in special cases, the situation can be
significantly improved by using better or simply different quantifier elimination algorithms.

In this technical report, we applied quantifier elimination to inverse vibration problems related
to the free vibrations of inhomogeneous beams and bars as these problems have been studied by
Elishakoff and his collaborators. But, on the other hand, the same computational approach, quanti-
fier elimination, can also be applied to additional vibration problems completely different from the
present problems but, probably, of equal practical interest. In the future, we intend to study some of
these problems with the hope that quantifier elimination may become a useful computational tool in
several vibration problems of practical importance in applied mechanics and engineering in general.
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